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SUMMARY 

In a previous work the author proposed a lime eificiency quotient 
based on time to perform a task for a man controlling a manipulator 
(RO MAN SY 73). This quotient is- also a global evaluation of a man-
manipulator system, and can be extended to teaching programmed mani
pulators. Classification based on this quotient emphasises the importance 
of force feed-back to the operator, and enables to project the same 
concept to computer control. 

This paper concentrates on characteristics reflecting directly 
to the mechanics of the arm, to the uctuators and to the controls. They 
need delicate trade off : 

" reversibility i s key to force feed-back 
- deflection reflects on arm dynamics (oscillation) and precision 
- back'f.sh allows lower friction but limits servo performances 
- inertia i s high when we want limited deflection 
- friction i s limiting the man in the loop performances, 
- for> e transducers can compensate irreversibility and/or friction but 

lead to control sophistication. 

These trade offeare developped, and some proposed constants 
are given for force feed-back manipulators. 



KPATKKE 0E30P 

3AMETKH W ÏIOBOJW KJIACCH4HKAIJHH MAHHIiyJIHTOPOB H KOMnPOMHCCHHX 

PEUIEHÎia M E W DBPATHM0CTbB,H3rHB0M,3A30P0M,HHEIHK3ft , yPABHOBEDDÏBAHHEM 
H TPEHHEM. 

B npeAtwymett pa6oTH,aBTop npe^Jioxjw BpeMeimuH K03<|xpHE.HeHT 3<}xt>eKTHBH0c* 
ocHOEaHHHtt Ha BpeMH HcrojiHeHHH pa6oTH tnyTeM MaHHnyaLSTopa ynpaBJMeMoro 

onepaTopoM peanbHHM BpeMeHe»t( RO MAM S y 7 3 ) . 

3TOT K03db$HUHeiiT no3BOJia«T npoHSBecTH KJiaccHfpHKauHi) CUSTOM ^exoBex-
MaHHnyJiHTop nyT6M oômeft o i l m e n , H MOXBT ÔHTAacmHpeH na nporpaMMnpoBaHH.* 
nporpaMMHpoBaHHHX MaHHnyJurropoB. 

ripexJiOKeHiiaa KnaccwpHxanHfl no CBoett 3CW>6KTHBHOCTM .,BbMBiiieT 
o c o ô o e 3HatteHH6 B03Bpaia ycHJiHfl K onepaTopy H n03B0JUieT 3aKJU0MHTb,MTO 
^aHHoe HBJieHHe Tax ace OTHOCHTOH K cHCTeMe ynpaBaeHHJi nmuiHTeJiiHUM 
yCTpOftCTBOM. 

B AaHHoP pa60Te aHaaH3Hpy»TCH xapaKTepHOTMXH MexaHBKH MaHHnyJwropoB 
HX xBHraTeJiefl H CKCTeM yn/BJieHHH.nojiyueHHHe xapaxTepHCTHKH noKa3HBa»T, 
wo corjracoBaHHe wexxy HHMH npoxo^HT l e p e s Tpy^HHe KOMIIPOMMCCH. 

- OSgaTHMOCTb OCyCflOBJIHBaeT B03MO3KHOCTb BOSBpaTa yCHMfl. 

- K 3 £ H 6 BJiHHeT Ha AHHaMHMeCKOe noBe^eHHe K Ha TOMHOCTI>. 

- £a3££ .uaeT BOSMOKHOCTB yMeHbmHTb ?peHHe HO orpammHsaeT 
aBTOMaTH^ecKoe peryjuipoBaHHe • 

" * t f g f CHJibHO HapymaeT ynpaBjieHHe c B03Bpa?0M ycHJiH*. 
- HHegijHH pacTeT Te M Cojiee MTO CTpensTCH yMeHbmHTb H 3 T H 6 . 

- S&TMHKH j^cjuiHg cnocoÔHtie KOMneHCHpoBaTb H«66paTHMOCTb K/HJIH 

Tp«HK0 HOB TO xe BpeMH ycjioxHABT ynpftsxtHH*. 

Ilocjie paccMOTpa npHBe^eHHux K0Mnp0MHcc03 fnpe,iwara»T npaKTHMecKHe 
nOCTOHHHMe JÇJI/Ï MaHHny^ATOpOB C B03BpaT0M yCHJIHH* 



SOaaURB 

REMARQUES SUR IA CLASSIFICATION DBS MANIPULATEURS ET LBS 

COMPROMIS ENTRE REVERSIBILITE, FLEXION, JEU, INERTIE, EQUILIBRAGE ET FROTTEMENT 

Dans un précédent travail l'auteur a proposé un quotient d'efficacité 
temporelle, basé sur le teaps d'exécution d'une tache à l'aide d'un Manipu
lateur coaaandé en teaps réel par un opérateur (RO MAM ST 73). 

Ce quotient permet de classer par une évaluation globale les systèmes 
hoane manipulateur, es peut être étendu à la progranaation des Manipulateurs 
prograaaés. 

Cette classification selon l 'eff icacité montre la grande importance 
du retour d'effort à l'opérateur, et permet de penser qu' i l en est de mime 
pour un système de commande par calculateur. 

La présente étude analyse les caractéristiques concernant la mécanique 
des manipulateurs, leurs actionneurs et leurs systèmes de commande. Or ces 
caractéristiques conduisent à de d i f f i c i l e s compromis : 

- la réversibilité conditionne la possibil i té du retour d'effort 
- la flexion Influe sur le comportement dynamique et la précision 
" l a J«u psrmst la réduction des frottements mais limite l'asservissement 
" l ' inert ie crott v i te s i on désire une faible flexion 
- le frottement perturbe gravement la commande avec retour d'effort 
- les capteurs d'effort pouvant suppléer à l ' irréversabil ité et/ou frottement 

mais i l s compliquent la commande. 

Ces compromis sont explicités et des constantes pratiques pour les 
manipulateurs à retour d'effort sont proposées. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION -

This opposition between the different mechanical characteristics 
is the difficult trade off on manipulator design when an operator controls 
a master slave force reflecting manipulator system. These reflected 
characteristics are introducing a lack of transparence between him 
the task to be executed, or the object to be dynamically moved. 

Any classification is based on a leading factor, and we will 
explore three different axes based on control characteristics, mechanical 
characteristics and dexterity performances. This will point out to some 
importa it trade off constants in the particular case of force reflecting 
manipulators. 

2 - CLASSIFICATION FROM MANUAL CONTROL STAND POINTfl) 

2-1 BILATERAL MANIPULATOR SYSTEMS 

2-1-1 bilateral fully kiuestetic control (fully integrated control) 
In this case control is fully kinestetic as far as position and 
orientation control are just a replica from hand motions, and that 
dynamic and static froces are reflected to hand. This system 
might be perfect except defects of transparence and vision l imi
tation. Most examples have a terminal control (fig. 1). 

2-1-2 bilateral semi kinestetic control (partially integrated) 
In this case at least two levers will control what one hand is doing 
alone in the previous case. This i s typical in vehicle control with 
force feed-back, and can be applied to manipulator. Controls 
might be position and force controls, or speed (or acceleration) 
and force controls. 

nota : in this analysis we just take in account the kinestetic force 
feed-back, out of tactile feed-back which is involved in the terminal 
control. 

2-2 UNILATERAL MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (NO FORCE FEED-BACK) 

2-2-1 unilateral kinestetic control (integrated) 
This is illustrated by the contrôler used in the resolved motion 
rate control developped at the Draper Laboratory (see fig. 2) 
This system is called unilateral since it uses visual feed-back only. 
It is also an illustration of : 

2-2-2 3ensory transfer as far as a force vector (perfectly kinestetic) 
induces a speed. In a second hand visual disorientation of that 
handle and the manipulator terminal device are also inducing 
sensory transfer to the operator. Other sensory transfers can 
be used like tactile to position, visual to tactile etc . . , 
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2-2-3 unilateral semi kinestetic controls have more than one control lever. 

2-2-4 non kinestetic controls (analytical control) 

- analog control:this case is typical of multi-lever controls like 
those used on powered rate controlled manipulators. 

- on off controls:push button systems. 

nota - these systems are almost with speed control and we do not 
know of position control in this c lass . 

We will see that this classification is equivalent to the dexterity 
factor classification 1 on section 4. 

This classification is also applicable to programming as far as 
the teaching operation in manual. 

Typing orders (with a special language) to a computer can be 
considered as integrated (but non kinestetic) opposed to analytical, , 
depending on the language . . . 

3 - CLASSIFICATION FROM MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS STAND 
POINT 

3-1 FULLY REVERSIBLE BILATERAL MASTER SLAVE SYSTEM 

This is illustrated fig. l , showing a mechanical master slave with 
perfect reversibility, and fig. 3 with a MA 23 bilateral servo arm [3 ] . 

This is achieved by both mechanical reversibility on master and 
slave plus bilateral servo loop. 

This can also been achieved by using mechanically irreversible 
arms with force sensors to give bilateral control - as on the Man mate 
hydraulic system shown on figure 4 . 

Reversibility is considered with mechanical linkage and actuators, 
power on, but control off - in this case the hydraulic system is irreversible 
because the servo valve is closed. 

3-2 MECHANICALLY REVERSIBLE MANIPULATOR WITH UNILATERAL 
CONTROL 

This is illustrated in exoskeleton controlled Ames arm (position 
servo manipulator) on figure (5) as well as with the Draper Laboratory 
experiments with the controller on fig. 2 used in rate control. 

This is also illustrated on many pio grammed robots during play 
back, as far as position does not react to applied force (except the 
general deflection of the system). 
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3-3 MECHANICALLY IRREVERSIBLE MANIPULATOR WITH UNILATERAL 
CONTROL 

This is illustrated on most existing power manipulators and robots 
with both mechanical irreversibility and "control irreversibility" 
(unilateral). 

Nota - This short classification scheme illustrates a certain equivalence 
between mechanical reversibility and bilateral control with the 
best result by combination of both of them. 

4 - CLASSIFICATION FROM TIME EFFICIENCY QUOTIENT STAND 

This is illustrated for a typical test task on graph figure 6. 

It appears that the three classifications are in the same progres
sion, and that their performances are seperated bu roughly one order 
of magnitude between each . . . 

5 - OPTIMIZATION TRADE OFF PRINCIPLES 

The optimal dexterity under manual control is far the best due 
to two reasons. 

- hand is controlled via a very good dynamic control system using 
plenity of sensor feed-back in real time but any way limited in 
speed. 

- the loss in performance is only due to back of transparence of 
the manipulator system related to the various characteristics 
previously listed. 

Then w» have two possibilities to improve final performances : 
one i s to improve as much as possible both manipulator and control, 
the other is to keep low performances arm with very high performance 
fast computer control. 

The MA 23 bilateral servo master slave system is corresponding 
of this first possibility, and first experiences on computer control are 
very encouraging [3j , 

6 - DISPERSION OF MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

As well as any manipulator is losing part of the available orienta-
tien capabilities at terminal device level in certain zones of his reachable 
coverage [2Jthey are variations in all mechanical characteristics. Ana
lytical zoning of all of them is very important to face the trade off 
problems. 
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6-1 FORCE CAPABILITIES DISPERSION f 

is concerned at any point with direction of the available force, then 
by the variation of this diagram in the total coverage (9] 

This is resulting from arm geometry and actuator arrangement, plus 
balance. 

An optimized arm with balance can have a force capability dispersion 
of less than 3 / l . 

6-2 SPEED CAPABILITIES DISPERSION 
is similar with force capabilities - optimized arm can reach a no 
load calpability of less than 3 / 1 . 

6-3 INERTIA DISPERSION 
Inertia depends on actuators, so on force and speed capabilities 
and here is one of the difficult problems with reversible actuators. 
Combined inertia reflected at the arm terminal, 13 are giving a 
final ellispoi'd of inertia in each position and inertia as low as 
possible on force reflecting manipulators. An optimized arm can 
also give an inertia dispersion less than 3 /° . 

6-4 NO LOAD ACCELERATION CAPABILITIES DISPERSION 
It results from force and inertia dispersions. Again an optimized 
arm can reach a 3/ l dispersion factor. j . 

nota - most of this analysis i s still far from the unique characteristic < 
usually given for a manipulator - pay load. It appears now 
that one way to optimize a manipulator system is to have 
very large force capabilities, needing large weight and 
large inertia, to get good capabilities with a given payload. 
This is used on most industrial robots, most unilateral 
systems. Up to now a good force reflective control from 

those arms have been impossible. 

Another way is to keep total energy and mass optimal, this 
is applied in bilateral servo manipulators. 

7 - BASIC TRADE OFF FACTORS IN BILATERAL FORCE REFLECTING 
MANIPULATOR SYSTEMS 

It appears i sot ropy factor and maximal force to pay load 
quotient are very high in unilateral arms, and compensated by sophis
ticated control problems. On fully reversible servo master slave these 
figure will be as low as practically achievable, it results in a very 
different technology, with emphasized inertia, friction, balance, 
backlash and deflection problems. 
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7-1 INERTIA TO MASS CAPACITY (PAY LOAD) QUOTIENT 
It is possible,, when this quotient, is low to rate the maximal force 
much lower for a given pay load, and still have good no load acce 
leration an.i acceleration with pay load. When dispersion i s low 
( £ 3 ) each DOF might have a reflected inertia (to terminal) less 
than half mass capacity. In an optimised arm it i s still a dispersion 
of this quotient around 3 again. So inertia to mass capacity varies 
between 0,15 to 0, 5. 
This leads to a no load g to 5 g acceleration capability. 

7-2 DUTY CYCLE DISPERSION FACTOR 
Payload is defined by normal work, which is many cases comprises 
pick and place operation, with close to 50 % time with load. So 
acceptable duty cycle at pay load must be in most cases more than 
50 %. The maximal load might be accepted at least a reasonable 
time (several minutes) and permanent load might be as close as 
possible from pay load. This depends on type of actuators and 
energy, due to dissipation. 

For an electric system optimization looks to reach to : 

pay load versus maximal load ^ 50 % 
permanent load versus pay load ^ 50 % 

7-3 PAY LOAD DEFLECTION CONSTANT 

- Backlash must be avoided, even for members working agains gravity. 
Servo is very much improved if backlash is negligible. . but this i s 
against friction . . 

- The optimization game looks to be located in the right deflection 
related to a good couple of inertia and friction . . Experiences 
are demonstrating that force reflection systems are almost l e s s 
sensible to deflection.than unilateral systems. So we consider 
as pretty good a full load deflection of 10 to 30 mo per arm, which 
means 20 to 60 mn between master and slave at full load. A more 
general figure looks to relate this deflection to the total reach 
of the arm (out of any mobility system). So a figure might be proposed 
as 5.10 arm reach. Force feed-back is giving a mass feed-back 
by which the operator stops any oscillation due to this deflection 
(1 to 2 Hz). This applies the "soft but strong gripping" of the 
human hand. 

7-4 FORCE VECTOR TO SPEED VECTOR ANGLE 
is the result of arm and servo reflected friction. Optimized arms 
are capable of friction smaller than 4 % of nominal force, this 
leads to a less than 2* angle. 
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TABLE II is giving all the suitable and possible optimized trade oft for 
a good force reflecting arm. 

BASI C CHARACTERISTICS FOR A FORCE REFLECTING MANIPULATOR 

Rated mass capacity C M mass to be manipulated in normal work (against 

gravity) 

Maximal capacity C maximal mass to be held in the most unfavorable 
M 

position 

Permanent capacity C maximal mass which can be held against gravity 

permanently 

Maximal force F force which can be applied in any direction or 

position (in the most unfavorable configuration) 

- beyond this force magnitude, the arm moves and the servo is 

saturated 

- this i s the maximal force for every degree of freedom 

- every D. O. F. should be capable of same maximal force, except 

for : 

Maximal Vertical Force F. -,., which should be greater to allow a quick 
MV 

upward movement of the load 
Isotropic force coefficient 
A c position 

K , = Maximal permitted face in a preferred ,. _ <" 3 F B "Z. direction ^ 
F M 

Inertia for any D. O. F. , reflected to the arm terminal = 

Mj . . . M n £ 5 0 % C M 

Isotropic inertia coefficient 
_ Maximal permitted inertia ^ 

i Minimal permitted inertia ** 

-2 , » No load acceleration ^ 20 m, i (2 g) 
-2 

- acceleration with rated load ^10 m. s 

(except against gravity : ^ 1 m. • in most cases) 

- horizontal acceleration with maximum load (or in zero gravity) : 
-2 £ 5 m. s ( 0 , 5 g) 

Maximal velocity 4» 1 m. s in the most unfavorable position 

(maximal travel in about 1 second) 
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Friction slave arm only (or reflected to the master arm) 

4 3 to 5 % F X T N 

Angle between velocity and force vectors £ 2* 

Deflection under rated force (any direction) 
-2 -2 

arm only sx 1 to 3 x 1 0 m (or 1 to 3 x 10 x maximal travel) 
-2 -2 

master slave ^ 2 to 6 x 10 m (or 2 to 6 x 10 x maximal travel) 
_4 _4 

Slave arm backlash .£ 1 to 5 x 10 m (or 1 to 5 x 10 x maximal travel) Frequency response no load 4 to 8 Hz 

under C_. 

Work rate lOO % under C 
under C_ 2 to 4 HI 

^60 % under C 
P 
N 

£ 35 % under C w (30 minutes) M 

Manipulator of high accuracy 
-4 -4 

- Minimal possible displacement : £ 10 m (or 10 x maximal travel) 
-3 -1 

- Minimal velocity : ^ 10 m. s 
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Figure 3 1 - Master arm 2 - Electronics enclosure 3 - TV screen 4 - Heavy duty slave arm 
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Fig. 5 
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